






Duchies for:     Short Game    Normal Game
2 Players         2           3
3 Players         3           4
4 Players         4           5
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Play Example

Below is the third turn of a two player game.  Purple has already placed its Agent [#10] and Scholar [#40], and Blue has already placed its 
Ranger [#50] and Baron [#60]. To start the turn, both players secretly choose a card from their hand of three, and then they revealed 
simultaneously.

Blue’s Agent has a lower speed, 10, than the Purple Knight, so Blue gets to place his piece  rst.  He places next to Purple’s Agent to block 
it off from the nearby forest city.  He chooses not to use the Agent’s special ability.  

Purple would like to place his Knight in space (1) to block the Ranger, but cannot because Blue has already placed in that duchy this turn.  Purple would like to place his Knight in space (1) to block the Ranger, but cannot because Blue has already placed in that duchy this turn.  
He cannot play in space (2) because his agent shares the column, so he settles for space (3), cutting off the Baron and positioning well to 
claim the city at the end of the game.  After placing, Purple uses the Knight’s special ability to place a Connict Marker two spaces away at 
(4), further blocking the Baron.





Scoring Example: 
1. The Agents [#10] act  rst during scoring.  Red claims the lower city for 2 innuence, but the Blue and Red Agents are equally distant 
from the northern city, so neither claims it. Note that the Ranger does not block the red Agent, since pieces of your own color are not 
obstacles.  
2. Next, the Knight [#20] claims two adjacent  elds, but was too slow to claim the city adjacent to it. 
3.3. The Red Scholar [#40]  and Ranger [#50] then each act, claiming a large swath of territory, including the city that was left unclaimed 
earlier!  
4. Finally, the Blue Village Elder [#70] places innuence, claiming some of the southeast portion of the map, including the southern city, 
which is on a  eld space.  The Village Elder would have claimed many more spaces, had Red’s innuence not blocked him.








